It’s Always Open Season!

Operating Instructions
The GameChanger Archery Target System is designed to be used with field tips only.
This will ensure that tighter shooting groups are possible which cannot be achieved with broadheads.
Right out of the box, the GameChanger System is ready to use.
Indexing the six various target images is as simple as turning the two indexing knobs simultaneously, left or
right, until arrows printed on white registration lines between each image is matched up with the arrows
that are engraved on the top plate of the frame.
It is highly recommended that a correct diameter match between field tip and arrow shaft be used as to
eliminate pulling on the images as the arrows are removed.
Additional GameChanger rolls can be changed by:
1. Pull out the left side indexing knob marked on the top with a "G".
2. Pull the roll out of the frame from the top and manually roll up the image to meet the roll on the right
side.
3. Pull out the right side indexing knob marked on the top with a "C".
4. Pull the roll out of the frame from the top and store it for use later.
5. Reinsert a new roll on the left side by first sliding in onto the lower bearing pin located on the lower
compression frame plate and replace the indexing knob "G".
6. Manually unroll the image roll over to the right ride and reinsert the core onto the indexing bearing
and replace the knob "C".
7. Center the image by turning the left and right side indexing knobs until image is taught against the
front of the system and centered on each side by lining up the indexing arrows between each image,
and matching the up to the arrows engraved onto the top frame plate.
The foam layers within the compression frame can be rearranged for more consistent wear making the
GameChanger on of the most longest lasting archery targets on the market today. This only has to be done
after a great deal of use.
One additional feature to note is that each image that is presented has a superimposed image of the vitals
for that animal. Each time a new target has been indexed, the "vital" area changes which spreads out the
typical wear to a much larger surface area.
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Operating Instructions Concluded
Rearranging the layers is a very simple process:
1. Remove the two indexing roll knobs marked with "G" and "C" and target roll and place to the side to
be reinserted after this process has been completed.
2. Remove the four red protective caps and put them to the side.
3. Remove the four compression knobs and washers and also put them to the side.
4. Slide the two compression bars up from the frame posts and set them aside.
5. Remove the top compression plate from the frame posts as well
6. Layers can now be removed, rearranged and or flipped and replaced.
7. Align the top compression plate over the 4 frame posts
8. Reinsert the front and rear compression bars and apply pressure to reattach the four compression
knobs with washers.
9. Tighten down the compression knobs while applying pressure to the frame until the compression
knobs are tightly in place.
10. Reattach the four red protective caps.
11. Reinsert the image roll and indexing knobs.
12.. Check to see if the image roll tubes turn freely and if not, loosen the compression knobs until the
roll spins freely.
The GameChanger Archery Target System is now ready for your next hunt!

